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Historic heat hits San Jose
By Bojana Cvijic
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

San Jose State students are feeling the
heat this week, with Tuesday having the
highest recorded temperature since 2017
in San Jose, according to reports from the
National Weather Service Bay Area.
The California Independent System
Operator on Tuesday extended a call for
consumers to reduce energy consumption
because of the impact of record-breaking
temperatures that have created higher
demand for power, according to the
Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s
(PG&E) webpage.

Heat-related outages have begun
across the Bay Area with parts of East
and West San Jose having power outages,
affecting thousands of people, according
to PG&E’s outage map webpage.
The California Independent System
Operator issued an energy emergency
alert using a scale that gauges how severe
the situation is. The state is currently at
level three, where the power grid is unable
to meet the demand for energy, leading
to power outages across California,
according to the same PG&E webpage.
Interim president Steve Perez asked in
a Sept. 2 campuswide email for students,
faculty and staff to help assist in reducing

SJSU says
masks to no
longer be
mandatory

power usage particularly in the late
afternoon and early evening.
“Reduction of power usage allows us
to conserve and utilize our generators to
power the most critical campus operations
and to minimize service disruptions
to the campus,” Perez said. “SJSU’s
Cogeneration Plant can supply much of
our daily campus electrical needs, but we
still are required to purchase electricity
through PG&E.”
Mikaela Dorch, digital media art
senior who commutes to San Jose State
from Dublin, said her neighborhood
experienced a two-hour power outage
on Monday.

The extreme temperatures is caused
by a heat dome enveloping the Bay
Area trapping hot air over the western
U.S., which triggered the intense
temperatures over Labor Day weekend,
according to a Sept. 1 San Francisco
Chronicle article.
However, temperatures are expected to
drop by the end of the week, according to
the San Francisco Chronicle article.
Michelle Smith McDonald, SJSU senior
director for strategic communication,
said the university is monitoring weather
forecasts and educating community
HEAT | Page 2
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By Bryanna Bartlett
PRODUCTION EDITOR

San Jose State announced that it expects to change its indoor
mask policy from required to “strongly” recommended and
encouraged on Monday.
Interim President Steve Perez said in a Sept. 1 campuswide
email that the shift in the mandate involves all indoor
buildings on campus besides healthcare settings including the
Student Wellness Center.
Business management senior Keith Hertzberg expressed
mixed opinions about masks being non-mandatory soon.
“In some ways, it’s a positive that we are at the point in
society where we can start thinking about these things and
start transitioning to a non-COVID environment,” Hertzberg
said in a phone call. “But on the other hand . . . we have to
take into account that not everyone is able-bodied and some
people in our classes could be immuno-compromised or have
family members [at-risk].”
Hertzberg said he’ll keep his mask on in class both to
be mindful of other students and to prevent himself from
catching the virus.
Associated Students (A.S.) Board of Directors responded
to a Spartan Daily Instagram Story poll Tuesday regarding the
mask policy change, stating that it wants to say “finally” about
MASKS | Page 2
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Several San Jose State Students sit down on the turf to watch
h
“Finding Nemo” during the Flicks ‘N Float event, which was hosted
d
by the Student Union Inc. and was its first movie night of the year att
the Spartan Recreation and Aquatic Center on Tuesday night.
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the requirement lift but doesn’t believe the
community is ready.
A.S. President Nina Chuang didn’t respond
for further comment.
Perez said the mask policy change is
based on the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention’s (CDC) metrics, which shows
coronavirus cases and related hospitalizations
in Santa Clara County have dropped to the
“Medium” level and have remained there for
the past two weeks.
The CDC Community Metrics of Low,
Medium and High outline preventive steps
for each level of the respective community,
according to its webpage.
“Our policy permits a change to the
masking policy if [Santa Clara County]
remains in the “Medium” category or lower
for three weeks,” Perez said in the campuswide
email.
Santa Clara County was in the “Low”
category as of Tuesday, which means masks
do not have to be mandated but being
fully vaccinated and getting tested when
in contact with someone who recently
tested positive are strongly recommended,
according to the CDC Santa Clara County
Community Level webpage.
The Santa Clara County COVID-19
case rate for fully vaccinated individuals is
17, while unvaccinated individuals is 135, as
of Friday, according to the county’s Case Rate
by Vaccination Status webpage. The case rate
is calculated as the total number of reported

HEAT
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members on how to prevent
heat-related illnesses and make
sure they are staying cool.
“In particular, as we move
around campus, we want
to continue to remind all
students, staff and faculty to
stay hydrated,” Smith McDonald
said in an email. “Additionally,
student organizations have
issued an advisory that campus
hosted activities scheduled
to take place outside today
and tomorrow be postponed
and/or moved inside and are
asking student organizations to
do the same.”
Student residents living on
campus in residential buildings
are feeling the heat. Abhi, a
SJSU student currently living
at Washburn, said the rooms
are hotter than outside
temperatures.
“I can’t sleep in Washburn,
the walls are radiating heat,”
Abhi said.
Students are able to access

 San Jose State expects to change its indoor mask policy from
required to strongly recommended on Monday as long as Santa
Clara County remains in a lower community level of coronavirus
metrics by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
 The CDC Community Metrics of Low, Medium and High outline
preventive steps for each level of the respective community, in which
Low and Medium include mask requirements.
 The university will re-establish the mask requirement if the CDC’s
Santa Clara County metrics move back to High.
cases on a given day per 100,000 residents ages
five and older.
Michelle Smith McDonald, senior director
of media relations, said the president’s cabinet
met before the start of the fall semester to
determine the metrics for masking and other
COVID-19 protocols.
“SJSU’s COVID protocols (specifically
required testing for unvaccinated students,
faculty and staff) are currently more stringent
than Santa Clara County guidelines based
on campus needs,” Smith McDonald said in
an email.
She said the university’s protocols will be
based on CDC Community Metrics of Low,
Medium and High.
“These are the trigger points for change as
they pertain to masks and requirements for

Campus Village B and Campus
Village 2 in case their rooms get
too hot and housing is directly
communicating with students
on what they can do to stay cool
without air conditioning, Smith
McDonald said.
“We are able to access other
halls but I live in Washburn
so I still have to walk over and
if I need to sleep in my bed,
it’s very difficult,” Abhi said.
“There’s two major housing
buildings without AC, leaving
the situation a bit screwed.”
Some
students
voiced
concerns that certain buildings
on campus would be too hot for
classes on Tuesday.
As PG&E was shutting off
power in certain parts of San
Jose, economics junior Jacki
Owens said her power was
out for 12 hours. Owens said
she had to throw out all her
groceries at home in West San
Jose and still endure through
her Tuesday classes.
“[Classes] in Duncan or
Dudley Moorhead Hall are so
hot to me and opening a window
does not help at all,” she said.

testing for the unvaxxed,” Smith McDonald
said.
She said masks may be required again if
CDC Community Metrics for Santa Clara
County move back to the High level.
Smith McDonald said there is also no
CDC recommendation for masking for
Mpox though the university will keep the
community updated on that virus.
Perez said masking is especially
recommended for those who are at-risk for
serious illness if exposed to COVID-19, have
been exposed to the virus or have tested
positive within 10 or more days.
“Removing masks in indoor spaces will
likely cause a higher level of anxiety for some
of our campus community. Please remember
that some people remain at high-risk for

“Today, [the] cops were passing
out water bottles and I had to
chill in my friend’s dorm for a
bit before I headed home today
after walking through campus.”
Smith McDonald said the
university adjusted some class
schedules to accommodate
students and faculty during the
heatwave.
“We will be communicating
frequently with staff and faculty.
We are asking students to check
in through Canvas and read
emails from professors to find
out if anything has changed.
Changes could [affect] classes
in the late morning through the
afternoon for the next several
days,” Smith McDonald said.
Owens said her professors
sent emails about the heat and
changed how classes were being
held.
“Two of my classes actually
sent out emails moving the class
online as professors are finding
it way too hot in the buildings,”
Owens said.
Coincidentally, during the
heatwave, SJSU hosted a “Float
and Watch” event at the Spartan
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more adverse outcomes from COVID-19 or
regularly share spaces with someone who
is,” Perez said in the campuswide email.
“Please be considerate of those who may be
uncomfortable being near individuals who
are not masked.”
He said distinct rules about masking
can’t be made within individual departments
and classrooms and those who choose to
wear a mask shouldn’t feel unwelcome or
scrutinized.
Keith Hertzberg said he has faith that the
SJSU community, which is “obviously” made
up of adults, will be respectful and mindful
if they choose to not wear a mask.
“The biggest thing for me to emphasize is
that we, as San Jose State students, need to be
considerate of our classmates and understand
and come from a place of empathy and not
just give into mask fatigue,” Hertzberg said.
“We’ve been doing this for a number of years
now. If we all can understand everyone has
different sentiments about [masks] . . . then
this can be an easy transition.”
Perez said if Santa Clara County CDC
metrics move to a higher CDC Community
Level, the university will change safety
protocols after giving a week’s notice.
“As we’ve been doing for more than two
years now, we should all be prepared to stay
flexible and be prepared to increase safety
measures when needed,” Perez said. “People
should be prepared to resume wearing masks
indoors if external conditions worsen.”
Follow Bryanna on Twitter
@brybartlett

Aquatic and Recreation Center
Tuesday, where students were
invited to swim while watching
“Finding Nemo’’ on the big
screen and were offered pizza
and ice cream.
Louise
Ekeroth,
an
inter nat ional
business
administration and economics
student, said the event was a
great opportunity to socialize
with other students and cool off
from the hot weather.
“[I’m] definitely not used to
this since I’m from Sweden and it
can definitely be overwhelming,
so it’s nice to have a place to cool
off,” Ekeroth said.
Alexia Villena, industrial

design junior who worked
the event, said the Student
Union Inc. plans movie nights
at different places on campus
every year.
“This is our first event of
the year and it’s to get more
students excited about school,
to go to school and excited
about San Jose,” Villena said. “It
actually just timed well. All the
events that you see throughout
the school year, they’re already
planned out ahead of time.
So I guess it just timed out well
because of the heat wave.”
Follow Bojana on Twitter
@bojanaacv

Correction
On Thursday, Sept. 1, the Spartan Daily published a
story titled, “Extreme heat coming to SJ,” in which
Michelle Smith McDonald, SJSU senior director of
media relations, was misidentified.
The Spartan Daily regrets this error.
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Left and above: SJSU students cool oﬀ in the SRAC pool Tuesday night on the
hottest day of the current heat wave, with record-breaking temperatures hitting
109 degrees in the afternoon. Top: Some students eat ice cream during the movie.
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Corporations have co-opted and twisted Pride Month

PHOTOGRAPHER

Pride has become a
representation of queer
people’s marketability. It’s no
longer a radical concept.
Pride has gone from a
protest to a capitalist fiasco.
Historically, pride is the
promotion and increased
visibility of the LGBTQ+
community, but recently it has
been warped by corporations.
Every June, businesses
change their social media
profiles to rainbow logos,
add pride merchandise to
their stores and sponsor pride
parades.
More than 20 million
people in the U.S. identify as
LGBTQ+, according to the
Human Rights Campaign,
an organization dedicated to
ending discrimination against
the LGBTQ+ community.
With such a large
community, companies have
clearly realized that showing
surface-level support of the
LGBTQ+ community is good
for business.
That is where the problem
of “rainbow washing” has
arisen.
Rainbow washing is using
LGBTQ+ imagery, including

telecommunications giant,
according to a June 21
Marketwatch article.
Marketwatch is a website
that specializes in financial
news, according to its website.
General Motors donated
more than $100,000 to the
Republican State Leadership
Committee, which backed
multiple lawmakers with
aggressive anti-LGBTQ+
agendas. The company
donated an additional
$500,000 directly to other
politicians with similarly
hostile campaigns.
That comes in contrast to
General Motors boasting
about being the first
automobile company to join
the Human Right Campaign’s
“Business Coalition for
Equalities Act,” which it used
heavily in marketing during
June 2020 on its Twitter.
More than 450 antitrans legislation have been
proposed by lawmakers
across the nation.
The Walt Disney Co.
donated almost $300,000 to
politicians behind Florida’s
House Bill 1557, which
is colloquially known as
the “Don’t Say Gay” bill,
according to a March 11
CNBC article.
Companies will turn their
backs on the LGBTQ+
community if it means getting
favorable legislation passed.
We need to hold
corporations accountable for
their actions and non-actions.
It is not acceptable to
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that fund pride parades
are handing the politicians
responsible the money for
their campaigns.
Corporations need to start
putting their money where
their mouths are and support
the community they claim to
care about so much during
pride month.
Follow the Spartan Daily
on Twitter @SpartanDaily
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allow companies to use the
LGBTQ+ community for
profit, while also supporting
the lawmakers and politicians
that are trying to silence and
get rid of us.
We shouldn’t be supporting
the companies that both
masquerade allyship while
actively working against the
people who need the most
support.
Across the country,
transgender children are
being outed against their wills,
forced to use their legal names
and kicked out of school

Complete the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
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woke up.

Alexia Frederickson

rainbows, to indicate support
for equality but with very
little effort behind the
act, according to Urban
Dictionary.
Being openly queer is often
a contradictory experience. As
a transgender woman, I have
received so much support and
acceptance. Being trans has
also made me understand that
life isn’t just black and white.
It is easy to feel so
supported, yet so alienated
and alone at the same time.
Rainbow washing is an issue
that runs deeper than rainbow
logos, tacky t-shirts or pride
flag socks with the logo of a
weapons manufacturer on it.
AT&T, The Walt Disney Co.
and General Motors have all
donated substantial amounts
of money to anti-LGBTQ+
politicians, according to Data
for Progress’s Corporate
Accountability Project.
Data for Progress is a group
that focuses on using data
science to support progressive
causes and activists, according
to its general website.
In 2021, AT&T ran an
advertisement campaign
boasting a large donation to
The Trevor Project, which is
a nonprofit organization that
provides crisis and suicide
prevention for LGBTQ+ teens
and children.
However, AT&T donated
more than $1 million to antiLGBTQ+ politicians, roughly
double the amount the
Trevor Project said
was donated by the
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Thee Sacred Souls sways hearts
By Vanessa Tran
STAFF WRITER

Thee Sacred Souls have a captivating
sound that can help anyone going through
a heartbreak dive deeper into their feelings.
Their self-titled debut album features standout
vocals and instrumentation, making it nearly
impossible to not groove to their music.
The San Diego-based trio of Alex Garcia
on drums, Sal Samano on bass and Josh Lane
on vocals were founded back in April of 2019.
Their album was released on Aug. 25 on
all major music streaming platforms and
consists of 12 tracks with a prominent R&B/
soul feel.
The sound brings nostalgia to anyone that
has envisioned life in the early-to-mid 1960s.
Anyone who listens to any part of the album
can easily pick up on the inspiration from
the ‘60s especially with the rich bass and
horns used.
When listening to the album, I visualize
myself slow dancing in a pub, drinking until
my head spins while under the heating lights
of production lamps and a blinding disco ball.
Lane’s voice brings me comfort by evoking
dreams of dancing alone or in the embrace
of a lover.
The opening song, “Can I Call You Rose?”
illustrates the desire of wanting to keep a lover
close to your heart because of how much they
have impacted your life. This is an amazing
introductory song that sets the mood of the
entire album, from its soulful R&B tones to
its lyrics about lovers.
I felt an immediate connection with the
album’s sixth song, “Weak for Your Love.”
The lyrics help listeners comprehend how
much of an unhealthy chokehold a past
relationship can have over you.
While these two songs were early releases
in April 2020, they are timeless enough to
be played over and over again. It was only
right for the group to include them in their
first album.
In the lyrics of “Sorrow for Tomorrow,”
there are no words in these languages we
share to make the pain any easier to bare”

ILLUSTRATION BY LAUREN BONNAR

had me bawling my eyes out. The song is an
anthem that serves as a reminder that healing
is not linear and how being patient is key.
It’s simple to understand the vocalist’s
message when listening to the combination
of the instruments and lyrics. Their lyrics
really force you to reflect on current and past
relationships, toxic or not.
The horns and background vocals in

album review
“Thee Sacred
Souls”
Rating:



Artist:
Thee Sacred Souls
Release Date:
Aug. 26, 2022
Genre:
R&B Soul

“Love Comes Easy” have a distinguished
old blues sound that reminds me of the
frontman and vocalist of the Miracles,
Smokey Robinson– an R&B soul icon in
the ‘60s and ‘70s. Robinson and Thee Sacred
Souls both have a groovy sound followed by
heartfelt words.
Without collaborating with other artists,
the trio has proven themselves to be a group
that can incorporate the sounds of the past
into modern day music.
The seventh song “Future Lover” captures
the moment when you lock eyes with
someone in a crowd and feel that instant
spark. Time stands still for a moment and
the world stops when you two finally talk–
everything else becomes background noise.
The feeling of safety and at peace when
you’re with someone is clearly demonstrated
in the last banger, “Love Comes Easy.” This
track will make you appreciate that special
someone and the bond you two have.
The trio has a way of relating to ones

who have been heartbroken on a whole
other level. They have the craft of putting
feelings into words you would never come up
with yourself.
This 12 track album has no skips, with each
song having the capability to emotionally
move you. Don’t listen to the album if you
aren’t ready to reminisce about a past lover
because tears and feelings will arise!
Thee Sacred Souls did an outstanding job
that truly showcases their raw talent. The
group’s unique sound makes me confident
that their future releases will only get better
and better.
With how much traction they have been
getting, it would be no surprise if they were
to become a mainstream group that inspires
other artists to pay tribute to retro soul music.

Follow the Spartan Daily
on Twitter @Spartandaily
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SJSU hosts ‘Emily in Paris’ actor
By Alessio Cavalca
STAFF WRITER

On Aug. 31, the San Jose State “Spartan
Speaker Series” kicked off with its first guest
speaker of the Fall Semester: 31-year-old
Korean-American actress Ashley Park.
Park, who is currently filming the third
season of the popular Netflix romantic comedy
“Emily in Paris,” joined the Spartan Speaker
Series webinar directly from Paris at 5:15 p.m.
Pacific Standard Time.
During the conference, Park spoke about
her theater and TV career, and reflected on a
challenging period during her teenage years.
When she was a sophomore at the age of
15, Park was diagnosed with acute myeloid
leukemia, which is a bone marrow cancer that
often quickly moves into the blood and can
spread
to other p
parts of the bodyy includingg
p
lymph nodes and the central nervous system.
“Right before Christmas, I got diagnosed
with blood cancer leukemia,” Park said during
the Zoom event. “I spent about 8 months
inpatient and I went through six rounds of
chemotherapy.”
She said when she was told her health
was “not that great,” she still believed she
would survive.
“At the time, while having someone else’s
life going on and mine was in pause, I
found myself really wanting to be there
for a lot of people,” Park said.
She said her health conditions
improved after chemotherapy,
but doctors said there were a
lot of complications that could
have happened in the long
term.
“I was determined
to not let any part
of my life be
affected by
this thing,”
Park said. “I
did not want
to be defined by
something that
I did not choose.”
That period of her
life helped
shape who she
is today.

After 14 years, Park obtained the role of
Mindy Chen in the rom-com show “Emily in
Paris.”
Emily Cooper, the central character of the
show played by Lily Collins, moved from
the U.S. to Paris after receiving a job
opportunity. During the first episode, Cooper
randomly meets Chen, a Chinese Korean
nanny living in Paris who studied and lived in
Indianapolis.
In the show, Chen helps Cooper during her
first weeks in Paris because she is alone and
new to the city, and the two girls start building
a solid friendship.
Most of the time, Chen is characterized by
her humor.
During the webinar, Park spoke about the
many challenging and exciting elements of
starring in a Netflix TV show.
“Livingg in a foreign
g city,
y even if it is a
place where I always wanted
to visit, is a challenge,”
Park said. “It really
makes me

deeply think of all the immigrants in America
who do not speak English.”
However, having the opportunity of filming
scenes around “the city that she loves,” is a
positive element of her job, Park said.
She said “Emily in Paris” is written as it is
being filmed, giving the actors an opportunity
to have a say in the plot and direction of the
show.
“They are really responsive,” Park said.
“But at the same time, it makes it harder to
plan and understand where a character is
going.”
Besides having a supporting role in
“Emily in Paris,” Park is also a famous theater
actress who first debuted in 2014 with
Broadway’s “Mamma Mia!”
Over the years, the actress has been
nominated for a Grammy for “Best Musical
Theater Album” in “Kingg
and I” and for a Tony
for
her
Award

portrayal of Gretchen Wieners in “MEAN
GIRLS” the Musical.
In 2018, Park also portrayed MwE in the
Broadway’s “KPOP.” The musical focuses on
global superstars struggling and taking action
against one of the most important music labels
of the industry.
She later obtained a Lucille Lortel Award
for the category of “Outstanding Lead Actress
in Musical.”
Despite these accolades, Park said she was
particularly afraid and worried about being
on stage.
“At first I hated being on stage,” Park said.
“But I realized that the thing I love most about
theater is that the other scene partner is the
audience.”
The actress said the audience responds to
what happens on stage and that element of the
theater is both part
p of the fun and terror.
“You will never have the same chemistry
with the audience except for that specific live
show,” Park said.
The actress said acting in person and
having the opportunity to see people’s
faces are elements that make
theater shows different from
filming TV or movies.
Park said she will take part in
a future (still untitled) movie
directed by the Malaysian
American director Adele
Lim, which will be her first
leading actress role with a
cast entirely composed of
Asian American actors.
On Sept. 14, the next
“Spartan Speaker” event
will feature Xiuhtezcatl
Martinez, an indigenous
environmental activist
and hip-hop artist.
Follow the Spartan
Daily on Twitter
@Spartandaily
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